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December 19, 2014 South Fork Boise River Winter Dry Fly Fishing Report:
40°/Mild wind downriver/Snow, sleet, and rain all day
Well I picked a heck of a day to forget my rain jacket. As a rule, I keep it in
my car perpetually, but I’d hung it to dry after my last fishing day and neglected to
get it back in the rig. So I show up to the river in a driving rainstorm and the first
thing I am doing is cutting three holes in the bottom of a garbage bag and
reinventing the sleeveless rain slicker. It wasn’t pretty and no fashion statement was
made, but my core stayed mostly dry all day in a soaking rainstorm.

Now let me explain what a tough day of fishing on a dry fly looks like. At 11
a.m. I hiked into the canyon below Danskin in a driving rainstorm—not the little
pitter patter thing, the deluge thing. Three-quarters of a mile downriver I broke
through the underbrush and began studying a long rip-rap edge that oftentimes has
feeding fish in the soft foam lines across the river. I hunted that edge meticulously
and there wasn’t a single fish that raised its head.
I moved downriver to the No Trespassing sign and hunted the big slick below
the riffle for a half hour. Not one fish peeked its nose out. I traversed upriver to an
intermediate riffle: There were no fish feeding there. I waded to the bank of the river
that illuminated the surface above me and I slowly walked the edge surveying
hundreds of yards of river above me. Not a single fish broke the surface.
I stood at the base of the long hatch riffle below the island for several
moments overviewing 250 yards of river surface without a single fish head piercing
the meniscus. I began moving up the south edge of the river and it was there, about
125 yards ahead of me that I see a large rainbow head break the surface. He was in
slow water against a rip-rap edge of boulders on my side of the river.
I slowly moved upriver working my way into position to hook that specific
fish, but all the time I am scanning the rest of the run to try to mark another target.
The fish I’d spotted reappeared several times and I knew exactly where he lived. I
took up a position about 30 feet below the fish at a quarter angle. The night before I
had put new dry fly line on my reel that I had never casted before. I made a delivery
to the fish that would have embarrassed my mother. The fly lit off-target with a
fairly loud landing. That fish never reappeared. I even waited for the big guy, but I
had put him down on the first cast and his decision to not return was permanent. In
retrospect, I should have waded above that fish and shot a cast downhill to his
location. I butchered the approach!!
I continued to analyze the 100 yards of hatch water above me and I was
dumbfounded that zero fish were rising. It was 1:30 p.m. in a hard rainstorm and
there were no BWOs floating the surface and no fish up, period. I waded the river
toward the trail with the thoughts of moving upriver to the next hatch run. About
mid-river I studied the surface around a cluster of boulders and I saw a fish rise
above me, right of one of the boulders. I marked his location, finished wading the
river, then moved up into position to serve that fish. The fish never rose again but I
had him well marked. On the second delivery over where I thought the fish was, I
saw a nose break the surface at my fly. I set the hook and landed the first fish of the
day a little before 2 p.m.
From there I hunted two more hatch riffles and the run above Danskin
Bridge without one single target to serve to. I jumped into the car and hastily moved
upriver in search of some form of life at the surface. I was running out of hatch
window desperately hunting heads. I hunted the river…nothing. I pulled into several
hatch runs…nothing. I finally pulled into a long riffle a ways below the Village and

the first thing I spot is a rise ring. I immediately grab the rod and slip down to the
river. At first glance there were a few BWOs floating the surface and I saw several
fish rising over 50 yards of river below me. Normally I would fish my way to each of
those fish, but not at 3:15 in the afternoon with only a short time left in the hatch
window. I rushed the rise by identifying a fish feeding and went directly to that fish
to make a delivery. I got clean shots at a half dozen fish over the next 45 minutes
and I hooked and landed five of those fish. I used our BWO Convertible #22 to hook
the first three fish, but I was seeing some rather largish BWOs floating the surface. I
could not catch one to measure him on my Bugometer, but some of the olives had to
be Size 18. The last two fish I caught on a Size 20 Dual Wing BWO (tester fly). That
fly is hackled and has high, split wings. The fish were moving sideways to intercept
that bug.
I exhausted the targets on the low side of the run and then moved up higher
to the riffle section. As I am walking the bank upriver, I marked a big fish feeding on
the edge of heavy current. I waded in under the fish and waited. Sure enough he rose
again and instantly I shot him a BWO Dual Wing. He didn’t eat it on the first
presentation, but he did on the second and I hooked and landed a chubby 19 incher.
While I was fighting the fish, I saw another nice fish rise right against the bank about
50 feet above me. I released the fish, dried the fly, and moved into position to serve
the feeder tight against the bank. I moved out in current to set up a quarter-angle
delivery and shot him the fly. First cast and the fish lunges sideways to eat my bug.
Fish on and I landed another gorgeous 17-inch South Fork rainbow with
exceptionally brilliant colors.
I spotted one other rising fish across the river and after wading to his
location, I couldn’t get him to rise. I left that run with zero feeding fish top to
bottom. I moved upriver to a riffle where I almost always finish my day when I fish
the upper South Fork. I don’t know why, but the fish in that riffle will almost always
come to your BWO blindly after the hatch. The fish followed suit again as I picked up
a couple of nice fish to end the day.
After landing and photoing the last fish, I thought to myself how insanely
addicted to dry fly am I? In a sustained rainstorm, I walked four miles of river
hunting the rise. I drove eight miles of river hunting the rise. I dressed in a garbage
bag half-assed blocking the rain with each of my arms weighting 15 extra pounds
from super-saturated sleeves, but I am still hunting the rise. I had finally found one
small stretch of river with a few rising fish and I cured my craving with some pretty
nice rainbows in the net. It’s going to take a lot of rehab and a massive dose of fish
methadone because this might be one of the most serious addictions ever
diagnosed!!
Flies that Caught Fish:
#22 BWO Convertible
#20 BWO Dual Wing (Tester Fly)

